Executive Education's Sybil Alfred Honored With Diversity and Inclusion Award

Sybil Alfred, MBA, Director of FAU Executive Education, was selected by the South Florida Business Journal as one of the 2021 Diverse Voices honorees for its inaugural Diversity and Inclusion Awards.

Overpriced Florida Homes Spark Fears of Market Instability

Florida housing markets remain plagued by rampant overpricing, putting potential buyers at such a disadvantage that they may be better off postponing homeownership, according to FAU's Ken H. Johnson, Ph.D., and a researcher at Florida International University.

Study on Traffic Deaths Makes Strong Case for Remote Work

The pandemic has sparked renewed interest in remote work arrangements, which also could help improve occupational and traffic safety, according to a study by FAU's Gulcin Gumus, Ph.D., and a researcher from the University of Miami.

Consumers Feeling the Effects of Materials Shortages

FAU's David Menachof, Ph.D., says the pandemic has led to a global shift in supply and demand.

Study Reveals Most Important Factors in Selecting Campsites

What makes the consummate campsite? Price and availability of electricity are the main factors, says FAU's Soyoun Park, Ph.D., and a researcher from the University of Montana.